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ABSTRACT

The advent of privacy laws and principles such as data mini-

mization and informed consent are supposed to protect citizens

from over-collection of personal data. Nevertheless, current pro-

cesses, mainly through filling forms are still based on practices

that lead to over-collection. Indeed, any citizen wishing to apply

for a benefit (or service) will transmit all their personal data in-

volved in the evaluation of the eligibility criteria. The resulting

problem of over-collection affects millions of individuals, with

considerable volumes of information collected. If this problem

of compliance concerns both public and private organizations

(e.g., social services, banks, insurance companies), it is because

it faces non-trivial issues, which hinder the implementation of

data minimization by developers.

In this paper, we propose a new modeling approach that en-

ables data minimization and informed choices for the users, for

any decision problem modeled using classical logic, which covers

a wide range of practical cases. Our data minimization solution

uses game theoretic notions to explain and quantify the privacy

payoff for the user. We show how our algorithms can be applied

to practical cases study as a new PET for minimal, fully accurate

(all due services must be preserved) and informed data collection.

1 INTRODUCTION

Long seen as the resource to fuel the frantic growth of the digital

economy, personal data is now considered in many parts of the

world as an asset that must be regulated [16, 19] or that citizens

should strive to protect [11, 44]. Data collection, as a first step

to data exploitation, is carried out through various mechanisms

depending on the nature of the data and purpose for which it is

collected. Excessive data collection results in oversized personal

data sets to be processed and stored, with an unnecessary risk to

individual privacy and new form of digital pollution [7].

To avoid these pitfalls, various privacy laws worldwide en-

force the principles of data minimization, storage limitation and

informed consent. To cite a few examples, the European GDPR

[19] states in Article 5 that personal data shall be “relevant and

limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which

they are processed”. The Californian CPRA [16] specifically bars

companies from collecting more personal data than “reasonably

necessary and proportionate to achieve the purposes” for which

the data was collected. The Australian CDR [6] enacts that data
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holders “must not collect more data than is reasonably needed in

order to provide the requested goods or services”.

In this paper, we focus on the simplest and most common form

of personal data collection: direct collection from users through

digital fill-in forms. Indeed, many services collect personal data

from users through forms, in order to automate the allocation

process for various benefits based on individuals’ information.

For example, public administrations and government services ask

citizens for personal information in order to calibrate social aid

and tax benefits. Banks and insurance companies ask applicants to

fill in forms in order to calibrate the terms of loans and insurance

contracts, etc.

The volume of personal data thus collected through forms is

massive and this data collection concerns millions of individu-

als. For example, hundreds of different types of aids are offered

in France at the local or national level, to meet different social

needs or provide incentives, with a very large number of benefi-

ciaries. This includes aid for family, education, savings, access

to housing, health, transport, mobility, energy saving, legal aid,

etc. Governmental portals offer simulators
1
so that citizens can

identify the aids they can apply for. Each proposed aid, in order

to be obtained, requires the beneficiary to fill out a form to col-

lect their personal data showing that they meet the eligibility

criteria and calibrating the aid. The allocation decision is made

based on the collected data, which leads to the processing of

millions of forms per year
2
, with several weeks of instruction by

the administration.

Given these staggering numbers, an effective solution to min-

imize data collected via forms, while properly informing the

individual and obtaining their informed consent to the collec-

tion process, may lead to significant resource savings and more

rigorous compliance with legal principles [16, 19]. This is the

objective of our paper. More precisely, our goal is to formalize

a data collection process using forms which: (i) preserves full

accuracy, meaning individuals must obtain the full benefits due

to them, (ii) minimizes the data to be filled in the form prior to

1
For example, aide-sociale.fr offers a rather holistic simulator (more than 1000 aids);

the governmental portal mesdroitssociaux.gouv.fr is targeted on the most solicited

aids (58 welfare aids) and also offers a simulator for young adults (500 aids). Private

initiatives like mes-allocs.fr offer administrative paperwork assistance such that

users receive their aid (estimated at 267€ for the average user per month) directly

into their account thanks to their experts for a 29.90€ fee per quarter.

2
For example, the public data set provided by the French government indicates that

6 million forms per year were processed on average over the period 2016-2020 for

only 10 family welfare benefits. As another example, the only social aid related to

complementary health coverage (which is studied in Section 5) concerns 7.19 million

beneficiaries in 2022 –see annual report of the complementary health insurance

on p.10–, all of whom had to send in their corresponding form to activate and

subsequently renew the aid each year (see same report at bottom of p.8.)

https://www.aide-sociale.fr/
https://www.aide-sociale.fr/simulateur
 https://www.mesdroitssociaux.gouv.fr/votre-simulateur/accueil
https://www.1jeune1solution.gouv.fr/mes-aides?utm_source=mes-aides-accueil&utm_medium=alternative
https://www.mes-allocs.fr/simulation-aides-etat
http://data.caf.fr/dataset/demandes-de-prestation
https://www.complementaire-sante-solidaire.gouv.fr/fichier-utilisateur/fichiers/Rapport%20annuel%20de%20la%20compl%C3%A9mentaire%20sant%C3%A9%20solidaire%20-%202022.pdf
https://www.complementaire-sante-solidaire.gouv.fr/fichier-utilisateur/fichiers/Rapport%20annuel%20de%20la%20compl%C3%A9mentaire%20sant%C3%A9%20solidaire%20-%202022.pdf
https://www.complementaire-sante-solidaire.gouv.fr/fichier-utilisateur/fichiers/Rapport%20annuel%20de%20la%20compl%C3%A9mentaire%20sant%C3%A9%20solidaire%20-%202022.pdf


processing and archiving, and (iii) informs the individual of the

data collected and of the impact of data minimization choices on

inferred data in order to obtain their informed consent.

Data minimization prior to processing has long been con-

sidered an unsolvable problem [37], with an overly negative

influence on the quality of the processing [15], sometimes in

contradiction with other legal obligations such as discrimination

prevention [23], fairness [30] or fraud detection [22]. Implemen-

tation is deemed too complicated for developers [1, 34], which

has led to an overall limited adoption and compliance with this

principle.

Some barriers were removed by the introduction of a formal-

ism clarifying the general objectives of a data minimizer [4].

Indeed, recent contributions show that such a formalism can

be applied in the context of using machine learning to predict

recommendations/personalization through performance metrics

[8, 35], while minimizing the data taken as input and still produc-

ing a useful model as output, even though its quality is slightly

reduced. Such a trade-off between data minimization (or privacy)

and performance (utility of the processing) does not apply in our

context of data collection through forms, where the full range

of benefits due to individuals must be offered by virtue of law:

any metric that reduces the legitimate benefits due to a user in

exchange for better data minimization would not be acceptable.

Moreover bringing information to the individual in order to ob-

tain their informed consent on the collection process is required,

and is not tackled by [4]. Nevertheless, this demonstrates the

possibility of practical data minimization solutions if a precise

mathematical formalism can be defined and transposed to the

targeted application context.

We propose a practical solution for personal data collection

via forms, where data collected is used to grant benefits to indi-

viduals, as practiced by administrations (e.g., social assistance,

taxes advantages), banks (loan calibration) or insurance compa-

nies (health and insurance contracts conditions). More precisely,

we make the following contributions:

• we analyze the data collection problem using forms and

formulate the main goals (Section 2);

• we propose a new data minimization model for this prob-

lem and an algorithm to resolve it (Section 3);

• we introduce a notion of privacy payoff to quantify the

privacy of the individuals and inform them about the per-

sonal data collected, and propose an algorithm to decide

best subset of personal data items to provide (Section 4);

• we show, through a proof of concept case study, the prac-

tical implementation of the proposal as a new PET in

real-world scenarios, specifically in the context of typical

welfare allocation applications (Section 5).

2 PROBLEM ANALYSIS

This section introduces the problem of over-collection of personal

data using forms, it exposes the data minimization and informed

consent legal requirements, and formulates our problem.

2.1 Data Collection via Forms

Depending on the service, forms can request anything from a lim-

ited amount of information (e.g. name and address when sending

a parcel), to vast quantities, particularly when a complex decision

process is involved subsequently as is the case in administrative

applications (e.g., allocation of social benefits or tax deductions)

that express complicated laws, or commercial applications (e.g.

bank services or clauses in insurance contracts) whose decisions

are based on particularly fine-grained criteria.

The general process illustrating current practices is as follows.

First, a decision process is formulated (by the service provider

or organization, by the legislator, etc.) determining eligibility

criteria for the different benefits of a service offer. This first step

is performed only once. Then, for each user applying for the

service offer, the process is as follows: (1) applicants retrieve

the application form from the service provider; (2) they fill out

the form using their personal information (including potentially

certified data items retrieved from trusted data providers, e.g.,

health records) and return it; (3) this personal information passes

through the service providers information system, is examined

and processed by employees/software to verify the validity of the

data items contained in the forms (e.g., by checking certificates or

crossing information with external databases) and to evaluate the

benefits that the applicant can claim. The processing information

is typically (4) stored in a database, possibly for several years,

as legal proof of the process and/or transaction, or simply to be

used for internal audit or quality control purposes for later use

or recourse (e.g., social services must keep data in case of audit).

2.2 Data Collection Problem Example

In practice, the application form is obtained by constructing the

union of all data items possibly considered by the decisionmaking

process to evaluate the application and build the service proposal.

It hence collects all possible data items which may impact the

final decision, yet maybe for a given user only a small subset will

effectively impact that decision. The following running example

illustrates this problem
3
.

Running Example: District council benefits scenario.

A district council offers the following benefits to its con-

stituents: (i) one can obtain a subsidized public transportation

card if one is younger than 25 years old or if one is unem-

ployed and lives in the suburbs; (ii) one can obtain local tax

reduction if one is younger than 25 years old and is working

(i.e., is not unemployed); (iii) one can obtain a free parking

card if one is younger than 25 years old and lives in the town

center (i.e., does not live in the suburbs).

For an individual with data values 𝑣1 = [age = 28, unemployed =

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒, suburbs = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒] theminimumdata set would be [unemployed =

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 , suburbs = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒]. For an individual with 𝑣2 = [age = 20,

unemployed = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 , suburbs = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒] it would be [age = 20].
Hence, the district council issuing the form cannot specify a

priori a minimum set of attributes needed since this decision

depends on looking at the values of all attributes available.

2.3 Requirements Imposed by Law

To avoid the problem of over-collection and comply with privacy

laws regarding data collection, three simple requirements must

be met (see Section 6 for more details on privacy laws):

R1: Full Accuracy. The accurate benefits of data collection

should be fully delivered to the applicants and the service provider,

i.e., applicants receive all the benefits they are eligible for and

the service provider can provide the service as intended for the

expected duration and comply with the legal necessity, e.g., keep

audit records.

3
This is a simple toy example built for pedagogical purposes only; in a real applica-

tion, more attributes would be requested, many of which would probably not be

needed to take the right decision and thus the privacy gain would be greater. We

detail in Section 5 two real use cases from French welfare.



R2: Minimality. As little data as possible should be collected

and stored by the service provider. This requirement stems from

the data minimization principle enacted in the GDPR [19] or the

concepts of constraint of collection and minimization of data in

the CPRA [16].

R3: Informed consent. Complete information about their per-

sonal data that will be revealed to the service provider through

data collection must be provided to applicants so that their de-

cision to provide such data is fully informed (again, compliance

with privacy laws such as GDPR or CPRA requires informed

consent in most cases of direct data collection).

These three requirements have different impacts on the prob-

lem we study in this paper. R1 is a constraint on the problem

we need to solve. R2 emphasizes the fact that the problem is an

optimization problem hence the need to propose a good objec-

tive function to quantify the information collected by the service

provider. R3 imposes the quantification of data exposed by the

user, so that the user can take an informed decision, when pre-

sented with different alternatives.

2.4 Decision Model and Problem Formulation

Decisionmodel. Inmany traditional automated decision-making

processes, especially those that comply with the GDPR’s explica-

bility [32] regime introduced in GDPRArticle 22, the decision pro-

cedures must be explained by the service provider to users. These

procedures, especially if they have a legal origin, are most often

described in natural language by listing the cases in which users

are eligible/allowed to access a service. They can thus be encoded

into a Classical Propositional Logic (CPL) formula (Definition 3.1)

for each service. Every formula ofCPL being equivalent to aDNF
formula, without loss of generality, we restrict ourselves to Dis-

junctive Normal Form (DNF) formulas (Definition 3.2 and the

real examples in Section 5 with direct transcription of eligibility

criteria into logical rules).

We therefore consider that the form to be filled in by a user

will be formally described using a set of propositional variables.

A completed form thus corresponds to a specific valuation of

these variables (Definition 3.3).

We aim at providing a framework that helps us to charac-

terize decision processes (requirement R3) and compute them

accurately (R1) using a minimum amount of information (R2).

Understanding what is a minimum amount of information to

communicate to the service provider is linked to two aspects: (1)

the information communicated to the service provider by the

user must provide a proof (i.e., a set of attribute/value pairs) that

the user is allowed to benefit from the service, and as many such

proofs may exist, (2) which proof reveals less private information

about the user. These proofs are encoded in our framework by

so-called accurate subvaluations (Definition 3.13). Note that in

our context, we are (only) interested in proofs that allow the

individuals to obtain all their benefits and the service providers

to allocate all possible benefits for efficiency reasons (e.g., in

the context of social services, limiting non-take-up of benefits

improves the impact of measures [40]).

Themain difficulty relies in understandingwhich proof reveals

the least private information about the user. We call this problem

an exposure problem (Definition 3.11). We characterize solutions

to a given exposure problem as minimal accurate subvaluations

(Definition 3.13). We introduce the notion of privacy payoff (Def-

inition 4.1) to quantify the privacy the user has when they only

partially fill in the form, along with the necessary information

for informed consent to the best possible choice.

Problem formulation. The problem is to find theminimal accu-

rate subvaluations (MAS) and to inform users about their choice

and privacy. This first challenge is to study a novel distributed

optimization problem answering requirements R1 and R2. This is

difficult because we are interested in minimizing the knowledge

an attacker (with full knowledge of (i) the form, (ii) the decision

process of the service provider and (iii) the data minimization

algorithm) can deduce about the user from the information the

user sends to the service provider. The second challenge concerns

how to present the results of the optimization problem to the

user, since we will show that the result depends on the strategies

of others, thus answering requirement R3.

3 RULE-BASED DATA MINIMIZATION

We present here a rule-based model to formalize the data mini-

mization problem in light of the requirements stated above.

3.1 Introducing the Exposure Problem

Preliminaries. Let us recall here some standard definitions and

notations of classical propositional logic.

Definition 3.1 (CPL). Let AtProp be a countable set of propo-

sitional variables. The language of Classical Propositional Logic

(CPL) over the set of propositional variables AtProp, denoted
L(AtProp), is the set of formulas defined by induction as fol-

lows:

𝐴 := 0 | 1 | 𝑝 | ¬𝐴 | 𝐴 ∨𝐴 | 𝐴 ∧𝐴 | 𝐴→ 𝐴, with 𝑝 ∈ AtProp.

Definition 3.2 (DNF). Let AtProp be a countable set of propo-

sitional variables. A literal is either a propositional variable or

the negation of a propositional variable. A formula is in disjunc-

tive normal form (DNF) if it is the disjunction of one or more

conjunctions of one or more literals.

Application form and benefits. In order to collect (and subse-

quently process) applicant’s data, an application form 𝑋𝑝 is built

and sent to applicants. In the physical world, this is a document

containing blank entries to be filled. In our formalism it is a set

of predicates. An applicant (user) will subsequently fill in this

application form, by giving values to each predicate.

Definition 3.3 (Ω-(partial)valuations). Let Ω ⊆ AtProp repre-

sent a set of propositional variables. An Ω-valuation is a function
from Ω to {0, 1}. An Ω−partial-valuation is a partial function

from Ω to {0, 1}.

Remark that an Ω-valuation is also an Ω-partial-valuation.
When it is irrelevant of being a valuation or partial valuation, we

write (partial)valuation.

Notation 3.4 ((partial)valuations). We note ValΩ the set of Ω-
valuations. Let Ω′ ⊆ Ω, we note SValΩΩ′ the set of Ω-partial-
valuations with domain Ω′. We note Dom(𝑣) the domain of the

(partial)valuation 𝑣 and 𝑝 (𝑣) the value of the predicate 𝑝 for the

(partial)valuation 𝑣 . Note that SValΩΩ = ValΩ .

Definition 3.5 (Subvaluation of). Let 𝑣 be anΩ-(partial)valuation,
we say that 𝑤 is a subvaluation of 𝑣 if Dom(𝑤) ⊆ Dom(𝑣) and
𝑣 (𝑥) = 𝑤 (𝑥) for all 𝑥 ∈ Dom(𝑤).

Notation 3.6 (Subvaluation of). We note𝑤 ≼ 𝑣 if𝑤 is a subval-

uation of 𝑣 (note that ≼ is a partial order).



Definition 3.7 (Application Form). An application form is en-

coded as a finite set 𝑋𝑝 of propositional variables representing

the items to be filled. A fully filled form for a particular individ-

ual is encoded as an 𝑋𝑝 -valuation 𝑣 . A partially filled form for

a particular individual is encoded as an 𝑋𝑝 -partial-valuation𝑤

with𝑤 ≼ 𝑣 .

Definition 3.8 (Benefits). A set of benefits offered by a service

provider is encoded as a finite set 𝑋𝑏 of propositional variables.

We assume that 𝑋𝑝 ∩ 𝑋𝑏 = ∅. A fully filled processed form is

encoded as an {𝑋𝑝 ∪ 𝑋𝑏 }-valuation to account for the outcome

of the decision process.

(Running Example, see Section 2.2) Form and benefits:

We need to list the benefits 𝑋𝑏 offered by the district council

(𝑏1: “subsidized public transportation card”, 𝑏2: “local tax re-

duction” and 𝑏3: “free parking card”) and the elements used

to decide whether to offer benefits to a given applicant with

a fully filled form 𝑋𝑝 (𝑝1: “age ≤ 25”, 𝑝2: “unemployed” and

𝑝3: “suburbs”). Therefore we build the following sets of propo-

sitional variables 𝑋𝑝 = {𝑝1, 𝑝2, 𝑝3} and 𝑋𝑏 = {𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3} thus
𝑋𝑝 ∪ 𝑋𝑏 = {𝑝1, 𝑝2, 𝑝3, 𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3}.

General data collection is based on forms filled by the user e.g.

giving the precise value of their 𝑎𝑔𝑒 . This is typically not com-

pliant with minimalization. We use these values to compute the

truth value of the predicates used in our application form, e.g.

if a user give the value 𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 18, this will mean 𝑝1 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 . The

exact value of 𝑎𝑔𝑒 can thus be deleted.

Decision process. The service provider decision process (or

"rules") is formalized by a set of CPL equivalence formulas, the

left part of the formula containing only predicates that the appli-

cant can provide (such as “age ≤ 25” in the running example), and

the right part of the formula is a single predicate representing a

benefit (such as “local tax reduction”). If the formula is 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 , it

means the applicant must receive the benefit. If the formula is

𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 , the applicant must not receive the benefit. In what follows

𝑅𝐷𝑃 represents such a set of rules encoding a decision process.

Definition 3.9 (Decision process rules). Given a form𝑋𝑝 , a set of

benefits 𝑋𝑏 , we call set of decision process rules 𝑅𝐷𝑃 a set of CPL
equivalence formulas where the left hand side is a DNF formula

on predicates in 𝑋𝑝 and the right hand side is a single predicate

in 𝑋𝑏 .

In order to capture additional constraints between predicates,

business rules, or the fact that an attribute can be derived from an-

other
4
(such as e.g., “age ≤ 25”→ “age ≤ 40”, or¬(𝑝𝑎𝑦𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑇𝑎𝑥 =

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒) → (𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑦 ≤ 15𝐾), see Section 5), it is possible to

build an additional set of CPL formulas, that we note 𝑅𝐴𝐷𝐷 . We

note 𝑅 = 𝑅𝐷𝑃 ∪ 𝑅𝐴𝐷𝐷 this set of decision rules and constraints.

In our setting, 𝑅 is assumed given, but it would also possible to

generate these rules from a more expressive logical model and

reasoning procedure (e.g. RDF/OWL).

(Running Example) Decision process:

In the running example, for simplicity’s sake we assume that

𝑅𝐴𝐷𝐷 = ∅ thus 𝑅 = 𝑅𝐷𝑃 . We formalize the decision procedure

of the district council by translating the textual rules presented

4
We leave for future work deriving attributes probabilistically using probabilistic

logic.

in Section 2.2 into the following decision rules 𝑅𝐷𝑃 :

(𝑝1 ∨ (𝑝2 ∧ 𝑝3)) ↔ 𝑏1 (1)

(𝑝1 ∧ ¬𝑝2) ↔ 𝑏2 (2)

(𝑝1 ∧ ¬𝑝3) ↔ 𝑏3 (3)

An applicant has to fill in the form 𝑋𝑝 = {𝑝1, 𝑝2, 𝑝3} by an-

swering the following questions: 𝑝1: “Are you less than 25

years old?”, 𝑝2: “Are you unemployed?” and 𝑝3: “Do you

live in the suburbs?”. For an applicant with values [age =

28, unemployed = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒, suburbs = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒], filling the form

means building the following 𝑋𝑝 -valuation 𝑣1 ∈ Val𝑋𝑝
:

𝑣1 : {𝑝1, 𝑝2, 𝑝3} → {0, 1}
𝑝1 ↦→ 0

𝑝2 ↦→ 1

𝑝3 ↦→ 1.

The associated {𝑋𝑝 ∪ 𝑋𝑏 }-valuation, that we note 𝑑 as in de-

cision would be 𝑑 = {𝑝1 = 0, 𝑝2 = 1, 𝑝3 = 1, 𝑏1 = 1, 𝑏2 =

0, 𝑏3 = 0} with 𝑣1 ≼ 𝑑 . Here the minimum data set (in terms

of set inclusion) to communicate to the district council is

[unemployed, suburbs]. Indeed, there is no point for the ap-
plicant to send the truth value of [𝑎𝑔𝑒 ≤ 25], since regardless
of this value, the same benefits are provided (only 𝑏1 in this

case). The data set sent to the service provider is represented

in our formalism by a 𝑋𝑝 -partial-valuation𝑤1 defined on the

subset of attributes {𝑝2, 𝑝3} ⊂ 𝑋𝑝 as:

𝑤1 : {𝑝2, 𝑝3} → {0, 1}
𝑝2 ↦→ 1

𝑝3 ↦→ 1.

It is clear that𝑤1 is a subvaluation of 𝑣1 (𝑤1 ≼ 𝑣1).

Proof of eligibility. Using this formalism, the objective for

an applicant is to produce a partially filled form (𝑋𝑝 -partial-

valuation), which will grant them the same set of benefits 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑋𝑏
(as granted per decision rules and constraints 𝑅) as their fully

filled form (𝑋𝑝 -valuation). If this is the case, then we say that

this 𝑋𝑝 -partial-valuation is a proof of benefits 𝐹 under 𝑅.

Notation 3.10 (Proof of 𝐹 by 𝑤 under 𝑅). Let Ω be a set of

predicates. Let 𝑣 be a Ω-valuation and 𝐹 a set of CPL formulas

on Ω. We write 𝑣 |= 𝐹 if every formula in 𝐹 is true under the Ω-
valuation 𝑣 . We write 𝑣 ̸ |= 𝐹 if there is a formula in 𝐹 that is false

under theΩ-valuation 𝑣 . Let𝑋𝑝 represent an application form and

𝑋𝑏 a set of benefits. Let𝑤 be a 𝑋𝑝 -partial-valuation and 𝑅, 𝐹 sets

of formulas on {𝑋𝑝 ∪𝑋𝑏 }. The notation𝑤, 𝑅 |= 𝐹 (proof of the set

of benefits 𝐹 by𝑋𝑝 -partial-valuation𝑤 under the constraint 𝑅, or

simply proof of 𝐹 by𝑤 under 𝑅) means that for every {𝑋𝑝 ∪𝑋𝑏 }-
valuation 𝑑 , we have (𝑤 ≼ 𝑑 and 𝑑 |= 𝑅) implies 𝑑 |= 𝐹 . The

notation𝑤, 𝑅 ̸ |= 𝐹 means that there exists an {𝑋𝑝∪𝑋𝑏 }-valuation
𝑑 such that: (𝑤 ≼ 𝑑 and 𝑑 |= 𝑅) and 𝑑 ̸ |= 𝐹 .

(Running Example) Proofs of eligibility:

Consider𝑤1 as defined earlier. It is easy to see that𝑤1, 𝑅 |= 𝑏1,
since for any value of 𝑝1, and {𝑋𝑝 ∪ 𝑋𝑏 }-valuation 𝑑 such

that 𝑤1 ≼ 𝑑 respects 𝑑 |= 𝑏1: the only two models for 𝑑

are [𝑝1 = 0, 𝑝2 = 1, 𝑝3 = 1, 𝑏1 = 1, 𝑏2 = 0, 𝑏3 = 0] and
[𝑝1 = 1, 𝑝2 = 1, 𝑝3 = 1, 𝑏1 = 1, 𝑏2 = 0, 𝑏3 = 0]. Thus an
applicant will lose no benefit by sending the partially filled

form (𝑋𝑝 -partial-valuation)𝑤1 instead of the fully filled form

(𝑋𝑝 -valuation) 𝑣1.



Now consider𝑤2 ≼ 𝑤1 ≼ 𝑣1 defined as follows on the subset

of attributes {𝑝2} ⊂ 𝑋𝑝 :
𝑤2 : {𝑝2} → {0, 1}

𝑝2 ↦→ 1

and consider the following {𝑋𝑝 ∪ 𝑋𝑏 }-valuation 𝑑2 = [𝑝0 =

0, 𝑝1 = 1, 𝑝2 = 0, 𝑏1 = 0, 𝑏2 = 0, 𝑏3 = 0]. It is clear that𝑤2 ≼ 𝑑2,
and 𝑑2 ̸ |= 𝑏1. Thus we have 𝑤2, 𝑅 ̸ |= 𝑏1. In other words, an

applicant cannot send𝑤2 instead of 𝑣1 since no proof would

be provided for benefit 𝑏1.

Exposure problem and solution. Informally, computing mini-

mal (in the sense of set inclusion of domains)𝑋𝑝 -partial-valuations

that prove a given set of benefits 𝐹 under constraints 𝑅, means

solving an exposure problem. Solutions, when they exist, are not

necessarily unique, and thus are incomparable.

(Running Example) Exposure problem:

Once an applicant has filled in a form with (partial)valuation

𝑣1 to apply to the decision procedure of the district council,

represented by the set of formulas 𝑅𝐷𝑃 = {(𝑝1∨ (𝑝2∧𝑝3)) ↔
𝑏1, (𝑝1 ∧ ¬𝑝2) ↔ 𝑏2, (𝑝1 ∧ ¬𝑝3) ↔ 𝑏3}, one can easily com-

pute the unique {𝑋𝑝 ∪𝑋𝑏 }-valuation 𝑑1 : {𝑋𝑝 ∪𝑋𝑏 } → {0, 1}
such that 𝑣1 ≼ 𝑑1 and 𝑑1 |= 𝑅𝐷𝑃 . The {𝑋𝑝 ∪ 𝑋𝑏 }-valuation 𝑑1
contains the information from the form of the applicant (be-

cause 𝑣1 ≼ 𝑑1) and the decision of the district council (because

the valuation of variables 𝑏1, 𝑏2 and 𝑏3 is fully determined by

the valuation of variables 𝑝1, 𝑝2 and 𝑝3 and the formulas in

𝑅𝐷𝑃 ). Here, one aims at minimizing the personal data revealed

to the district council by the applicant to prove eligibility to

subsidized public transportation card (𝑏1). In this example, this

means providing the partial valuation 𝑤1 ≼ 𝑣1 ≼ 𝑑1 that is
such that𝑤1, 𝑅 |= {𝑏1}.
We define an exposure problem as follows:

Definition 3.11 (Exposure problem). Given a form 𝑋𝑝 , a set

of benefits 𝑋𝑏 , a set of decision process rules and constraints

encoded as a finite set 𝑅 of formulas in the language L(𝑋𝑝 ∪𝑋𝑏 ),
we call exposure problem 𝐸 the triplet 𝐸 = (𝑅,𝑋𝑝 , 𝑋𝑏 ).

Intuitively, individuals must provide a proof of eligibility for

the benefits they can obtain, but no more. What is considered an

acceptable proof is captured as follows:

Definition 3.12 (≼-minimal element). Let 𝑆 ⊆ SValΩ and 𝑣 ∈ 𝑆 ,
we say that 𝑣 is a ≼-minimal element of 𝑆 if𝑤 ≼ 𝑣 implies 𝑣 = 𝑤

for all𝑤 ∈ 𝑆 .
Definition 3.13 (Minimal and accurate subvaluations (MAS)).

Let 𝑣 be a 𝑋𝑝 -(partial)valuation, let𝑤 be a 𝑋𝑝 -partial-valuation,

with𝑤 ≼ 𝑣 . We say that the subvaluation𝑤 of 𝑣 is accurate w.r.t.

𝐸 = (𝑅,𝑋𝑝 , 𝑋𝑏 ), if for all𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑏 , 𝑣, 𝑅 |= 𝑥 is equivalent to 𝑤, 𝑅 |=
𝑥 .We say that an accurate subvaluation𝑤 of 𝑣 w.r.t.𝐸 = (𝑅,𝑋𝑝 , 𝑋𝑏 )
is minimal if it is ≼-minimal in the set of accurate subvaluations

of 𝑣 .

Notation 3.14 (MAS). As it does not lead to any confusion, we

also use the term MAS to refer to the 𝑋𝑝 -partial-valuation that

is a MAS.

(Running Example) Solutions to the exposure problem:

This exposure problem is encoded by the triplet 𝐸 =

(𝑅,𝑋𝑝 , 𝑋𝑏 ) with 𝑅 = {(𝑝1 ∨ (𝑝2 ∧ 𝑝3)) ↔ 𝑏1, (𝑝1 ∧ ¬𝑝2) ↔
𝑏2, (𝑝1 ∧¬𝑝3) ↔ 𝑏3}, 𝑋𝑝 = {𝑝1, 𝑝2, 𝑝3} and 𝑋𝑏 = {𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3}.
Using the previous values of 𝑣1 and𝑤1,𝑤1 is an accurate sub-

valuation of 𝑣1 entitled to (only) benefit 𝑏1. This is formalized
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Figure 1: Minimal Accurate Subvaluations (MAS) for the

Running Example.𝑋𝑝 -(partial)valuations corresponding toMAS

are identified in bold font; 𝑋𝑝 -valuations are in italic; 𝑋𝑝 -partial-

valuations corresponding to non-minimal accurate subvaluations

are in gray; the set of benefits for which each 𝑋𝑝 -(partial)valuation

is a proof of eligibility is indicated at the top, e.g., 110 and 1_0 are

eligible to benefits {𝑏1 = 1, 𝑏2 = 0, 𝑏3 = 1}; 𝑋𝑝 -valuations 000, 001,
and 010 providing no benefit are not represented.

as:

𝑣1, 𝑅 |= 𝑏1, 𝑣1, 𝑅 ̸ |= 𝑏2 and 𝑣1, 𝑅 ̸ |= 𝑏3 .
𝑋𝑝 -partial-valuation𝑤1 fixes only the values of 𝑝2 and 𝑝3 to

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 which implies that the variable 𝑏1 must be 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 in any

model 𝑑 that satisfies every formula in 𝑅 and such that 𝑝2
and 𝑝3 at 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 , which we note 𝑤1, 𝑅 |= 𝑏1. Hence, we have

𝑣1, 𝑅 |= 𝑥 implies 𝑤1, 𝑅 |= 𝑥 for every 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑏 . To verify

that𝑤1 is a MAS of 𝑣1, it is enough to show that there is no

partial-valuation𝑤 ′
1
≼ 𝑤1 such that𝑤 ′

1
, 𝑅 |= 𝑏1.

The formal statement of the minimization problem that we

address in this paper is hence as follows:

Minimizationproblem.Given an exposure problem𝐸 = (𝑅,𝑋𝑝 , 𝑋𝑏 )
and an 𝑋𝑝 -valuation 𝑣 representing a fully filled form of an ap-

plicant, compute 𝐹 the set of benefits triggered by 𝑣 , then find

𝑊 = {𝑤 |𝑤 is a MAS of 𝑣 w.r.t. 𝐸}.
In practice, each applicant may decide to chose any𝑤 ∈𝑊 to

apply for benefits.𝑊 being composed of MAS, this complies with

accuracy (R1) and minimality (R2) requirements. Information (R3)

imposes to describe the exposure problem.

3.2 Describing an Exposure Problem

An exposure problem can be represented as a directed graph

as shown in Figure 1, representing the partially ordered set (in

the sense of domain inclusion) of accurate subvaluations on the

running example.

Definition 3.15 (Blank attribute values). Given a 𝑋𝑝 -partial-

valuation𝑤 we call blank values the attribute values left unset.

Figure 1 is read as follows. It is a directed graph whose nodes

are 𝑋𝑝 -(partial)valuations and whose edges indicate that a 𝑋𝑝 -

(partial)valuation is an accurate subvaluation of another one

(i.e., providing the same benefits). For instance, 1__ is the 𝑋𝑝 -

partial-valuation that sets the propositional variable 𝑝1 to 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒

and does not set the values of propositional variables 𝑝2 and 𝑝3
(𝑝2 and 𝑝3 are blank); 11_ is the 𝑋𝑝 -partial-valuation that sets

propositional variables 𝑝1 and 𝑝2 to 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 and does not set the

value of the propositional variable 𝑝3; 111 is the 𝑋𝑝 -valuation

that sets propositional variables 𝑝1, 𝑝2 and 𝑝3 to 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 . The arrow

between the 𝑋𝑝–partial-valuations 1__ and 11_ encodes the fact

that 1__ is an accurate subvaluation of 11_. Hence, 1__, 11_, 1_1

and _11 are accurate subvaluations of 111, but only _11 and 1__

are MAS of 111. _11 is both MAS of 011 and 111. Note that 100



011

_11 1__

111

b1,￢b2,￢b3

Figure 2: Choices of user 𝑢111.

has no accurate subvaluations other than itself, which means

that such an applicant will need to send a fully filled form.

Without loss of important information, an exposure problem

can be represented by keeping only 𝑋𝑝 -partial-valuation corre-

sponding to the MAS of at least one 𝑋𝑝 -valuation (in bold font in

Figure 1) and 𝑋𝑝 -valuations (in italic). In this case, the exposure

problem becomes a bipartite graph linking 𝑋𝑝 -valuations with

their MAS (after removing 𝑋𝑝 -valuations with no other MAS

than themselves like 100 in Figure 1).

To describe an exposure problem for a user having a specific

valuation, let us consider a user 𝑢111 with valuation 111. In order

to achieve requirement R3, when deciding which minimal set

of predicates to publish in order to receive the benefits they

are entitled to, the partial subgraph representing the possible

alternatives as indicated in Figure 2, with all the predecessors of

the MAS, gives all the information. This is exactly the connected

component of the subgraph of the exposure problem containing

the𝑋𝑝 -valuation of𝑢111. In reference to game theory, we call this

bipartite graph the choices of 𝑢111. Note that other users, such

as 𝑢011, may also appear in this graph. The choices of 𝑢111 are

important in order to let 𝑢111 make an informed choice of which

MAS to publish: _11 or 1__.

3.3 Informed Data Minimization Algorithm

Our data minimization algorithm constructs the bipartite graph

between the MAS and 𝑋𝑝 -valuations, for a user with a fixed 𝑋𝑝 -

valuation and for a given rule set. The result is used (see Section 4)

to propose an optimal choice based on privacy payoffs.

DataMinimization algorithm (Algorithm 1).Data minimiza-

tion is achieved in three phases. First, the set of candidate MAS

is constructed (lines 5-13) from the Cartesian product of con-

junctions leading to each benefit obtained by the input valuation

𝑣 ; the instances of the Cartesian product potentially giving rise

to other benefits not obtained with 𝑣 are ignored (lines 12-13).

Second, the subvaluations of other MAS which are not minimal

are removed from this set of candidate MAS (lines 14-17). Third,

the set of candidate 𝑋𝑝 -valuations for these candidate MAS as

well as the 𝑋𝑝 -valuation/MAS edges of the bipartite graph are

generated (lines 18-29). The candidate 𝑋𝑝 -valuations from the

MAS (line 19) are obtained by enumerating the unfixed variables

𝑝𝑖 ∈ 𝑋𝑝 , discarding those that does not correspond to the ex-

pected benefits (lines 21-23) and inserting them in the bipartite

graph (lines 25-28).

The optimality of a data minimizer is difficult to state in ab-

solute terms. [4] introduce the concept of ”best” minimizer as

follows (we have adapted the definition to our context):

Definition 3.16 (Best minimizer, adapted from Def.6 in [4]). A

minimizerM for a particular program (in our example, the al-

location of benefits to users) is said to be a ”best” minimizer if

there exists no other minimizerM ′ able to produce for a given

input (here, an 𝑋𝑝−valuation 𝑣), an output (a MAS for 𝑣) which

has as a set of antecedents byM ′ a strict superset of the one it
has withM.

Having a best minimizer allows, on the one hand, to maximize

the average number of predecessors per output (number of 𝑋𝑝 -

valuations per MAS), and thus to better protect the users (their

𝑋𝑝 -valuation is hidden in a larger set). On the other hand, when

users have a 𝑋𝑝 -valuation allowing a choice between several

MAS, it allows them to exercise their choice with the guarantee

that no other minimizer algorithm exists to make this choice

with a better protection.

Theorem 3.17 (Optimality of Algorithm 1). Algorithm 1 is

a ”best” minimizer, given the definition by [4].

Proof. (Sketch) We can easily show that Algorithm 1 is by

construction a “best” minimizer, because (1) for any𝑋𝑝−valuation
𝑣 , any 𝑋𝑝 -partial-valuation 𝑤 ≼ 𝑣 is a subvaluation of one of

the MAS, and any set of predecessor 𝑋 − 𝑝-valuations of 𝑤 is

therefore a subset of the predecessors of one of the MAS, and

(2) the set of predecessors 𝑋𝑝 -valuations of a MAS cannot be

contained entirely in the set of predecessors of another MAS,

because either the MAS would be a subvaluation of the other

MAS and thus not minimal, or the MAS would not be accurate,

which is proscribed by construction. □

4 GAME THEORETIC USER INFORMATION

In this section, we focus on a given user 𝑢𝑣 with 𝑋𝑝 -valuation

𝑣 and aim to answer the question: how can 𝑢𝑣 decide which

MAS to publish ? As we can see in the running example, 𝑢111
has the choice between publishing either _11 or 1__. To support

the user in making an informed choice (requirement R3), we

intend to quantify the privacy gain of each choice. We approach

the problem using a game theoretic approach, considering that

all users will want to (i) evaluate the “payoff” they obtain with

different choices (the higher the payoff, the better the choice

in terms of privacy) and (ii) make the “move” (or choice) that

maximizes their privacy payoff, while maintaining full accuracy.

4.1 Game Theory Concepts

The need for game theory is linked to the fact that the value

of many privacy payoff functions will depend on the different

possibilities and subsequent choices (moves) of other players.

Users vs. players. In reference to game theory, we consider

players in a specific game. Note that players differ from real users.

A user is a person filling out a form with a valuation
5
. In order to

not depend on the set of users, in the game we consider, a player

is exactly one valuation. We show how to quantify the privacy

protection obtained by player/valuation 𝑣 when choosing a MAS

𝑤 ≼ 𝑣 . For simplicity’s sake, we consider that all valuations are

realistic (i.e. could correspond to real users), but if necessary, it

would suffice to discard non realistic valuations.

The game. The objective for each player is to maximize the

value of their privacy payoff function (noted 𝑃𝑂 𝑓 ). Informally, a

payoff function computes the payoff for a player playing with a

specific strategy, given that other players are also playing with

their own strategy. The game considered here is a non-cooperative,

symmetric, non-zero-sum, simultaneous game, played by𝑛 players,

where 𝑛 is the total number of possible valuations which produce

at least one benefit for a given exposure problem, thus 𝑛 ≤ 2
𝑋𝑝

.

5
In the rest, we write valuation as a shorthand for 𝑋𝑝 -valuation, and partial-

valuation as shorthand for 𝑋𝑝 -partial-valuation.



Algorithm 1: Informed Data Minimization

Input: 𝑣 : 𝑋𝑝−valuation for a user; 𝑅: rule set.

Output: (𝑉 ,𝑀, 𝐸): bipartite graph with vertices 𝑉

𝑋𝑝−valuations and𝑀 minimal accurate

subvaluations, and with edges 𝐸.

1 𝑉 ← ∅ // empty set of 𝑋𝑝−valuations
2 𝑀 ← ∅ // empty set of MAS

3 𝐸 ← ∅ // empty set of edges between the two

4 𝐶𝑅 ← ∅ // empty multiset of conjunctions

// Build MAS candidates:

5 𝐹𝑣 ← {𝑏, benefit in 𝑅 with 𝑣 } // benefits of 𝑣

6 for 𝑏 ∈ 𝐹𝑣 do // for each benefit
7 𝐶𝑏 ← {𝑐 , conjunctions of benefit 𝑏 }
8 𝐶𝑅 ← 𝐶𝑅

>
𝐶𝑏 // cartesian product

9 for𝐶 ∈ 𝐶𝑅 do // for each set of conjunctions
10 𝑤 ← 𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑆𝑉 (𝐶) // 𝑤 ≼ 𝑣 with predicates in 𝐶

11 𝐹𝑤 ← {𝑏, benefit of in 𝑅 with 𝑤 }
12 if 𝐹𝑤 = 𝐹𝑣 then // same benefits
13 𝑀 ← 𝑀 + 𝑤 // add 𝑤 to candidate MAS

// Filter out non minimal MAS candidates:

14 for𝑚 ∈ 𝑀 do // for each candidate MAS
15 for𝑚′ ∈ 𝑀 do // for each candidate MAS
16 if𝑚 ≠𝑚′ & 𝑚′ ≼𝑚 then // if m subval.
17 𝑀 ← 𝑀 −𝑚 // filter it out

// Build candidate valuations and edges:

18 for𝑚 ∈ 𝑀 do // for each MAS m
19 𝑉𝑚 ← {𝑣′ 𝑋𝑝−valuation, 𝑣′ ≽𝑚} // candidates v’

20 for 𝑣′ ∈ 𝑉𝑚 do // for each candidate 𝑣′

21 𝐹𝑣′ ← {𝑏, benefit of 𝑣′ in 𝑅 } // its benefits

22 if 𝐹𝑣′ ≠ 𝐹𝑣 then // not same benefits as 𝑚

23 𝑉𝑚 ← 𝑉𝑚 − 𝑣′ // remove candidate 𝑣′

24 else // Build edges for v’:
25 𝐸 ← 𝐸 + (𝑣′,𝑚) // add edge (𝑣′,𝑚)

// Look at other edges for 𝑣′:

26 for𝑚′ ∈ 𝑀 do // for each MAS m’
27 if 𝑣′ ≼𝑚′ then // 𝑣′ subval. of m’
28 𝐸 ← 𝐸 + (𝑣′,𝑚′) // add edge

29 𝑉 ← 𝑉 +𝑉𝑚 // add candidate 𝑋𝑝-valuations

30 return (𝑉 ,𝑀, 𝐸)

The game is composed of only one move by each player: each

player publishes a MAS of their valuation.

Privacy payoff functions. The privacy payoff function (see

Definition 4.1) captures the privacy gain, when taking into ac-

count knowledge of the exposure problem (hence the possibil-

ity of considering every logical consequence using 𝑅𝐴𝐷𝐷 ), and

the strategy used by all players (see Section 4.3). We note a

game G𝑓 = (𝐸, 𝑃𝑂 𝑓 ) where 𝐸 represents an exposure problem

𝐸 = (𝑅,𝑋𝑝 , 𝑋𝑏 ) and 𝑃𝑂 𝑓 represents a payoff function. In what

follows, we will consider two different payoff functions, 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘

and 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 , eachmodeling a different privacy protection: 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘

evaluates the number of unknown predicates (akin to plausible

deniability [9]), 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 counts the number of similar players (akin

to anonymity set size [42]). These functions present the advantage

of leading to the existence of (Nash) equilibrium strategies.

Definition 4.1 (Privacy Payoff). A (privacy) payoff function is

a function of domain (Val𝑋𝑝 × SVal𝑋𝑝 ) × (Val𝑋𝑝 × SVal𝑋𝑝 ) (𝑛−1)
and co-domain R+, representing the privacy guarantees that a

player 𝑣 will have, when publishing an accurate subvaluation𝑤

of 𝑣 following a specific strategy (the first (Val𝑋𝑝 ×SVal𝑋𝑝 )), and

when all other players also follow a specific strategy, hence the

𝑛 − 1 other (Val𝑋𝑝 × SVal𝑋𝑝 ) couples. The higher the payoff, the
better the minimization.

Nash equilibrium. Equilibrium strategies (Definition 4.2) are

optimal strategies in the sense that no player in a given game has

a better strategy if all the other players are following this optimal

strategy. We propose in Section 4.3 equilibrium strategies linked

to our proposed payoff functions.

Definition 4.2 (Nash Equilibrium (adapted from [28])). Let 𝑈 =

{𝑢𝑖 } be a set of players, and 𝑉 = {𝑣𝑖 } the set of associated valu-

ations. Let 𝐸 = (𝑅,𝑋𝑝 , 𝑋𝑏 ) represent an exposure problem. Let

G𝑓 = (𝐸, 𝑃𝑂 𝑓 ) represent a game using payoff function 𝑃𝑂 𝑓 . Let

𝑆𝑖 represent the set of all possible strategies for player 𝑢𝑖 (i.e.,

their possible moves). We note 𝑆∗ = (𝑆∗
𝑖
) a set of strategies where

∀𝑖, 𝑆∗
𝑖
∈ 𝑆𝑖 (one strategy per player). We note 𝑆∗¬𝑖 = 𝑆

∗ \𝑆∗
𝑖
the set

of all these strategies, except the strategy 𝑆∗
𝑖
. 𝑆∗ is said to be aNash

Equilibrium if ∀𝑖,∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑖 , we have 𝑃𝑂 𝑓 (𝑆∗𝑖 , 𝑆
∗
¬𝑖 ) ≥ 𝑃𝑂 𝑓 (𝑠, 𝑆∗¬𝑖 )

Attack model. Although not part of game theory concepts, we

conclude this section by explaining what type of attacker we

consider. Let 𝑣 represent a player (valuation) of an exposure

problem 𝐸 = (𝑅,𝑋𝑝 , 𝑋𝑏 ). Player 𝑣 publishes a partial-valuation
(i.e., plays a move)𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒 (𝑣), in principle a MAS, with regards to a

game G = (𝐸, 𝑃𝑂 𝑓 ), and a strategyS. We consider an honest-but-

curious attackerA, which is an entity with the knowledge of G,S
and𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒 (𝑣), who seeks to obtain maximal information about

𝑣 . Our goal is to (i) correctly quantify this maximal information

leak (requirement R3) and (ii) minimize this maximal information

leak (requirement R2).

Whya game-theoretic approach ?When decidingwhichMAS

to publish, a player will take their decision based on the decisions

of other players, since these decisions will impact the privacy

score of their MAS. The fact that many players are concurrently

taking decisions which have an influence on each other is exactly

the context where game theory is useful. Indeed, Th.4.6 (see

Sec.4.3), showing that there exists an equilibrium strategy means

that it is possible andmakes sense to compute a correct estimation

of the score of each possible MAS, as we are able to anticipate an

optimal strategy for all players, which they will play if they are

rational, i.e. want to maximize their privacy payoff.

4.2 Privacy Payoff Functions

To simplify the notations of Definition 4.1, we write the payoff

function as Val𝑋𝑝 × SVal𝑋𝑝 → R+, where Val𝑋𝑝 × SVal𝑋𝑝
repre-

sents the strategy (leading to play a specific move) of the player,

and drop the notation on the other players’ strategies. We show

that an equilibrium can be reached when all players adopt the

same strategy. Note that all payoff functions proposed can be

evaluated locally using a valuation and the rules, which means it

is simple and efficient to evaluate them.

(Example) Informed choice:

If a player decides to publish their complete form, this means

publishing their valuation and the privacy payoff is 0 (i.e., any

entity that gets hold of the form knows all the values of the

player’s predicates). In the general case, a player publishes a

MAS and the privacy payoff function must correctly capture

what information is transmitted, so that a player who can

publish several MAS can make an informed choice.

𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 : the number of blank predicates. A straightforward

idea, with the benefit of being easy to understand, is to consider



the number of hidden predicates. This is a classical metric, pro-

posed by [3], which evaluates the quality of form minimization

as a function of the number predicates published. However, the

minimization algorithm used in [3] does not take into account

reasoning (e.g. some blank values may in fact be deduced by

looking at the rules, see example “Players and choices” below)

and hence returns overestimated values. Therefore, the exposure

function must be adapted to consider only the MAS as follows.

Definition 4.3 (𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 ). Given a player 𝑣 and a MAS𝑤 ≼ v,

𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (𝑣,𝑤) = {𝑘 | 𝑘 is the number of blank values in 𝑤 that

an attacker cannot deduce}.

It is important to understand that it is not sufficient to simply

count the number of blank values in 𝑤 , since an attacker can

consider all the players in the game.

(Running Example) Players and choices:

Consider valuation 111 in Figure 2. This player is the only

one with a choice to make between MAS and thus whose

strategy will have an impact. All other players can only play

one MAS, thus they only have one strategy. Assume that this

player decides to play 1__, which contains 2 blank values. The

attacker knows that only the value of 𝑝1 is used to compute

benefits, thus {𝑏1} is the only benefit triggered. Indeed, trig-

gering benefits 𝑏2 or 𝑏3 would mean publishing ¬𝑝2 or ¬𝑝3.
This simple reasoning shows this player has values 𝑝2 = 1 and

𝑝3 = 1. In this case, the number of blank values is (not 2 but)

𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (111, 1__) = 0.

On the other hand, consider the same player plays _11,

which contains only 1 blank values (𝑝1). In this case, the at-

tacker has no deduction possible to determine if 𝑝1 = 0 or

𝑝1 = 1, since both players 𝑢011 and 𝑢111 trigger the same ben-

efit. Thus 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (111, _11) = 1 and 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (011, _11) = 1.

Similarly, we have 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (100, 100) = 0,

𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (101, 10_) = 0 and 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (110, 1_0) = 0. Not

shown on the schema, 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (000, ___) = 2 as is the case

for 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (001, ___) = 2 and 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (010, ___) = 2. Note

that in practice, players obtaining no benefits will not send

any information, but our approach is able to model that an

attacker would be able to deduce that 𝑝1 = 0 for these players.

𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 privacy protection. The 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 payoff function ex-

presses for a player the number of attributes for which plausible

deniability can be claimed, i.e., there exists at least another valu-

ation with a different value for all these attributes.

Proposition 4.4 (Computing 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 ). Computing 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (𝑣,𝑤)
means computing the set of all valuations𝑉 = {𝑣 ′ |𝑤 ≼ 𝑣 ′ and𝑤 ≼
𝑣}, and counting the number of predicates 𝑝 for which there exists

at least two players 𝑣1, 𝑣2 with 𝑣1, 𝑣2 ∈ 𝑉 such that 𝑝 (𝑣1) = ¬𝑝 (𝑣2)
and who will decide to play this move (based on their strategy).

Proof. (Sketch) A MAS is included in all other 𝑋𝑝 -valuations

and𝑋𝑝 -partial-valuations leading to this MAS. The set of possible

𝑋𝑝 -valuations that lead to this MAS (noted 𝑉 ) can be computed

by following all directed paths. An attacker that knows that all

players are playing this move is not able to deduce anything more

than this set of possible 𝑋𝑝 -valuations for this given MAS, thus

𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 can be evaluated by looking at the number of conflicting

predicate values in 𝑉 (see the example on Fig. 1). □

Extending 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 withweights. In some cases, the sensitivity

(in the sense of privacy) of all attributes is not the same. However,

users largely agree on the degree of sensitivity of attributes in a

given context, as shown e.g. by [38] in the employment context.

Thus to support this feature, we only need to slightly modify

𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 by adding a weight for each predicate, and summing the

weights of blank nodes, instead of counting them. For simplicity,

we consider the unweighted version in the rest of the article
6
.

𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 : the number of players with the same move. As seen

when studying the 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 payoff function, an alternative (and

maybe simpler) measure of privacy is to count how many differ-

ent players will be playing the same move. As previously, this

will depend on the strategy chosen by the players.

Definition 4.5 (𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 ). Given a player 𝑣 and a MAS 𝑤 ≼ v,

𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 (𝑣,𝑤) = {𝑘 − 1| 𝑘 is the number of players playing𝑤}.

𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 privacy protection. The 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 payoff function expresses

the number of different players playing the same move. This can

be seen as hiding in a crowd, a bit like 𝑘-anonymity. 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 can

also be seen as a measure of the entropy of the move.

We show next that both the 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 and 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 privacy payoff

functions can be used to build an equilibrium strategy.

4.3 Equilibrium Strategy

We propose an equilibrium strategy for the two non-collaborative

games G𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 = (𝐸, 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 ) and G𝑆𝑀 = (𝐸, 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 ). This strat-
egy, for which the payoff function is simply a parameter, is de-

scribed in Algorithm 2. The intuition behind this strategy is for

each player to know exactly which move all the other players

are going to make, and thus take the optimal decision in terms

of 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 or 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 . When players have a seemingly equivalent

choice to make, their decision is taken based on a predefined

ordering of the moves (e.g., lexicographical order can be defined

as the canonical order on words on the ordered alphabet _, 0, 1).

Strategy selection algorithm (Algorithm 2). The strategy

applied for each player with valuation 𝑣𝑖 is as follows: (1) if the

player 𝑣𝑖 has only one possible move𝑤𝑖 (i.e., 𝑣𝑖 has a single MAS

𝑤𝑖 ), they play it (lines 1-3); (2) if 𝑣𝑖 can play a move that is the

best of all possible moves of all other players (i.e., one of the

MAS of 𝑣𝑖 has the highest payoff), they play this move (lines

4-6), or they play the first move in lexicographical order when

several best moves exist (lines 7-10); otherwise (lines 11-18) (3)

if other players have better moves assume all players play their

best move in succession, and each time, recompute the values of

the privacy payoff function. Wait until the payoff of best move

dominates all other to play it – back to case (2).

Correctness of the strategy. Each time the strategy is recur-

sively called, either the strategy returns a move, or it recursively

calls itself after having decided which player is going to play

the best move, which means in the worst case 𝑛 − 1 recursive
calls (where 𝑛 ≤ 2

|𝑋𝑝 |
is the number of players with at least one

benefit). Thus G𝑓 _strategy defines a strategy for a player.

(Running Example) Applying the strategy:

On the simple example of Figure 1, for each player, we run the

G𝑓 _strategy (Algorithm 2):

• Players 100, 101 and 110 have only one possible move,

with zero privacy payoff: 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (100, 100) = 0,

6
If we assume that we have obtained such weights (e.g. from the user, or by asking

a few general questions to the user to try to evaluate which topics are sensitive for

them), then one could either compute a personalized payoff for the MAS’s or present

the results of the algorithm in a user-friendly manner (e.g. if medical information is

sensitive to the user, then one could highlight that one MAS reveals more medical

information than the other).



𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (101, 11_) = 0, and 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (110, 1_0) = 0,

or 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 (100, 100) = 0, 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 (101, 11_) = 0, and

𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 (110, 1_0) = 0;

• Player 011 has only one possible move: _11, with

positive privacy payoffs 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (011, _11) = 1 and

𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 (011, _11) = 1, based on the fact that player 111

also plays the same move, which is its best move;

• Player 111 can play either 𝑤1 = 1__ or 𝑤2 = _11.

Regardless of the choices of the other players, its

best move is 𝑤2, since 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (111, _11) = 1 and

𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (111, 1__) = 0 (resp. 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 (111, _11) = 1 and

𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 (111, 1__) = 0).

Equilibrium strategy for𝐺 𝑓 . We show that this strategy is an

equilibrium strategy for 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 and 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 .

Theorem 4.6 (Eqilibrium strategy for𝐺 𝑓 ). Let 𝐸 = (𝑅,𝑋𝑝 ,
𝑋𝑏 ) represent an exposure problem. Let G𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 = (𝐸, 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 )
(respectively G𝑆𝑀 = (𝐸, 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 ) represent a game played by 𝑛 ≤
2
|𝑋𝑝 |

players. G𝑓 _strategy with 𝑓 = 𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (resp. 𝑓 = 𝑆𝑀) is an

equilibrium strategy for G𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 (resp. G𝑆𝑀 ).

Proof. (Sketch) Lines 3 and 6 represent the fact that if the

player has a move that dominates all other moves, regardless

of what the other players play, then this move is played. This

player has no incentive to change their strategy (move) in this

case. Lines 10 and 15 indicate that if the player has several moves

with the same payoff, then they decide to play the first one in

lexicographical order. Should a player 𝑣𝑖 decide to follow a dif-

ferent strategy, e.g. playing in reverse lexicographical order𝑤 ′
𝑖

instead of the lexicographical order move𝑤𝑖 , this will never be

beneficial for them, since the other players will be anticipating

that they will be playing𝑤𝑖 , and thus will not play𝑤 ′
𝑖
, the same

move as them. In consequence, 𝑃𝑂 𝑓 (𝑣𝑖 ,𝑤𝑖 ) ≤ 𝑃𝑂 𝑓 𝑣𝑖 ,𝑤
′𝑖 . □

G𝑓 _strategy as a solution to data minimization problem.

As usingG𝑓 _strategy as a strategy for all players is an equilibrium
for G𝑓 , this means that we can anticipate how players will behave

when faced with a specific exposure problem. Hence, the payoff

functions can be used to correctly assess and inform a user

(associated with a player) of (i) the MAS to publish and (ii) the

protection received, thus answering requirements R1, R2 and R3.

5 PROOF OF CONCEPT PET CASE STUDY

We illustrate how a new Privacy Enhancing Technology (PET)

based on the concepts introduced would work on two real cases

studies, to assist users with the minimization process (R2), pro-

duce information necessary for informed consent (R3), while the

organization receiving the minimized form can still provide all

the due benefits (R1). The first scenario concerns applications for

complementary health coverage (noted H-cov in this section) in

France. The eligibility criteria are simple enough to allow an end-

to-end process to serve as a proof of concept and demonstrate

the feasibility of the proposal. The second scenario concerns the

application form for the active solidarity income
7
(noted RSA) in

France, which is a more complex form leading to more complex

rules
8
. It is a widely allocated social aid in France allocated to

more than two million households
9
. We use this second case to

confirm the possible impact of our proposal.

7
"The Active Solidarity Income", Evaluation of a public policy, Jan. 2022 (link).

8
Eligibility criteria and benefits are outlined on the French Family Allowance Fund.

9
See the Court of Auditors website.

Algorithm 2: G𝑓 _strategy: strategy selection

Input: 𝑣𝑖 : a Player; 𝑆
∗
¬𝑖 : the set of all possible moves for

players other than 𝑣𝑖 ; 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑠: a set of moves

from other players initialized at ∅; 𝑃𝑂 𝑓 : a

non-collaborative privacy payoff function.

Output:𝑤𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 : the best move for 𝑣𝑖 .

// Current player 𝑣𝑖 has a single move:

1 if there exists only one MAS 𝑤𝑖 such 𝑤𝑖 ≼ 𝑣𝑖 then

2 𝑤𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← 𝑤𝑖

3 return 𝑤𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 // Play this move

// Player 𝑣𝑖 has best moves wrt the other players:

4 if there exists moves 𝑤𝑖 such that

∀𝑗, 𝑃𝑂 𝑓 (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑤𝑖 ) > 𝑃𝑂 𝑓 (𝑆∗¬𝑖 \ 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑠) then
5 if this move is unique then

6 return 𝑤𝑖 // Play this move

7 else // this move is not unique
8 order the moves {𝑤𝑖 } by lexicographical order

9 𝑤𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← the first move in lexicographical order

10 return 𝑤𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡// play the first in lex. order

// Build set of players with the top score move:

11 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑝 ← all players 𝑣𝑘 such that ∃𝑤𝑘 ≼ 𝑣𝑘 such that

𝑃𝑂 𝑓 (𝑣𝑘 , 𝑤𝑘 ) > 𝑃𝑂 𝑓 (𝑆∗¬𝑖 \ 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑠 ∪ {𝑣𝑘 })
12 𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑝 ← first player of𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑝 in lexicographic order

13 𝑤𝑡𝑜𝑝 ← first best move of player 𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑝 in lexicographic order

14 if 𝑣𝑖 = 𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑝 then // Current player is a top player
15 𝑤𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← 𝑤𝑡𝑜𝑝

16 return 𝑤𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 // Play this top move

17 𝑆∗𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 ← 𝑆∗¬𝑖\ all moves of {𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑝 }
18 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑠 ← 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑠 ∪ {𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑝 , 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎 }
19 return G𝑓 _strategy(𝑣𝑖 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑠, 𝑆∗𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 , 𝑃𝑂 𝑓 )

Health coverage (H-cov) scenario.We focus on real eligibility

criteria and form
10

used to apply for complementary health cov-

erage to the French social security system. This aid is one of the

19 main social aids proposed in France at the national level (many

other aids are proposed at local levels) for which the government

proposes an official simulator
11
. We choose this particular aid for

our case study because it concerns 7.19 million beneficiaries with

a total budget of 2.8 billion euros
12

and is well documented with

a precise textual description of the eligibility criteria. A two-step

methodology is used to provide a new PET implementing data

minimization and informed consent based on our proposal:

Step 1: Derive the predicates and set of rules. This first step

is performed by the organization (here, the French welfare sys-

tem) for each form used, so that the resulting rule set can be

fed as input to the data minimization and informed user consent

algorithms. Below, the quoted text is a direct -translated- tran-

scription of the eligibility criteria announced on the French social

security website
5
, with the numbered predicates used to form

the logical rules added in brackets:

"The applicants are under 16 years old (𝑝1) and are under the

jurisdiction of the child welfare system (𝑝2); the applicants are

minors over 16 years old (𝑝3) and have broken off their family ties

(𝑝4); the applicants are adults below 25 years old (𝑝5), no longer

10
The eligibility criteria can be found on the French social security website Ameli.

In French: "Une demande individuelle est possible (...)" of which we give an English

translation in this section– and the corresponding form is available here.

11
The simulator is accessible here and informs the French citizen about 58 social

aids among which 19 national ones.

12
See p.10 of the 2022 French social security report available here.

https://www.ccomptes.fr/en/documents/59221
https://www.caf.fr/allocataires/aides-et-demarches/droits-et-prestations/vie-professionnelle/le-revenu-de-solidarite-active-rsa
https://www.ccomptes.fr/en/publications/active-solidarity-income-rsa
https://www.ameli.fr/assure/droits-demarches/difficultes-acces-droits-soins/complementaire-sante/complementaire-sante-solidaire-qui-peut-en-beneficier-et-comment
https://www.ameli.fr/sites/default/files/formulaires/s3711-complementaire-sante-solidaire-remp-non%20sec-juillet-2022-version-dec-2022.pdf
https://www.mesdroitssociaux.gouv.fr/votre-simulateur/accueil
https://www.complementaire-sante-solidaire.gouv.fr/fichier-utilisateur/fichiers/Rapport%20annuel%20de%20la%20compl%C3%A9mentaire%20sant%C3%A9%20solidaire%20-%202022.pdf


Predicates 𝑋𝑝 Decision Process Rules 𝑅𝐷𝑃

𝑝1: “age below 16” (𝑝1 ∧ 𝑝2)
𝑝2: “child welfare” ∨(𝑝3 ∧ 𝑝4)
𝑝3: “minor over 16” ∨(𝑝5 ∧ 𝑝6 ∧ 𝑝7 ∧ ¬𝑝8)
𝑝4: “broken family tie” ∨(𝑝5 ∧ ¬𝑝6 ∧ 𝑝9)
𝑝5: “adult below 25” ∨(𝑝6 ∧ 𝑝10 ∧ 𝑝11)
𝑝6: “not same roof” ∨𝑝12

𝑝7: “separate tax return” ↔ 𝑏1
𝑝8: “receive alimony” Additional consitency rules 𝑅𝐴𝐷𝐷

𝑝9: “with child” 𝑝1 → ¬𝑝3 ∧ ¬𝑝5
𝑝10: “student” 𝑝3 → ¬𝑝1 ∧ ¬𝑝5

𝑝11: “emergency aid” 𝑝5 → ¬𝑝1 ∧ ¬𝑝3
𝑝12: “separated” 𝑝12 → ¬𝑝1

Table 1: Predicates and rules for H-cov.

Characteristics H-cov RSA

Number of MAS 6 24

Number of valuations 1560 1296

Number of predicates per MAS 2 to 6 9 to 13

Number of valuations with a single MAS 1272 368

Number of valuations with 2 MAS 280 526

Number of valuations with 3 MAS 8 144

Number of valuations with 4 MAS 172

Number of valuations with 6 MAS 66

Number of valuations with 8 MAS 14

Number of valuations with 12 MAS 6

Table 2: MAS eligible in H-cov and RSA.

live under the same roof as their parents (𝑝6), file a separate tax

return (𝑝7) and do not receive alimony (¬𝑝8); the applicants are
adults below 25 years old (𝑝5), live under the same roof as their

parents (¬𝑝6) and are themselves parents (𝑝9); the applicants are

isolated (𝑝6) students (𝑝10) and receive annual emergency aid

(𝑝11); or the applicants are separated from their spouse (𝑝12)."

This leads to the predicates and rules summarized in Table 1,

with only one rule with a single benefit noted 𝑏1 (i.e., be eligible

for health coverage) and some obvious consistency rules between

predicates (additional constraints 𝑅𝐴𝐷𝐷 , see Section 3.1).

Step 2: Data minimization, informed choice and consent.

Our PET takes the form of a service for developers and service

providers who collect personal data through forms, in order to

retrieve all the information necessary to inform users (e.g., by

means of a user interface) and collect their consent to data col-

lection (see Figure 3). It takes as input the set of rules presented

above and asks the user to indicate the set of predicates they

validate (i.e., their valuation). Using Algorithm 1, the GUI can

retrieve (1) all minimal subsets of predicates sufficient to demon-

strate the user’s eligibility for supplemental health coverage (i.e.,

MAS), and (2) all valuations corresponding to other potential

users (i.e., players in Section 4.1) leading to these same MAS.

This constitutes all the information conveyed by the predicates

that users can provide (and do not provide) and is available to

the GUI to inform the user. Algorithm 2 is used to help the users

select the set of predicates to be provided (or not) within their

form, by computing the privacy payoffs of their MAS.

Results on H-cov scenario. We ran Algorithm 1 to obtain the

bipartite graph between all valuations and MAS. As shown in

PET service for data 

collection using forms

Informed Data 

Minimization
(Algorithm 1)

Compute Payoffs

& best move
(Algorithm 2)

Alice’s valuation
(000011100111)

Service

Providers 

Data collection service/GUI

valuations

MAS

… …

… …

(0__________1)
Best move

+POf

valuations

MAS

… …

… …

(0__________1)
Best move

+POf

+Form
(rules)

Figure 3: PET for Informed Data Minimization in forms.

MAS players 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘

0__________1 1024 1024 (744,1024) 10 (10,10)

0_0__1___11_ 128 64 (56,128) 6 (6,7)

0_0_10__1___ 128 64 (64,128) 6 (6,7)

0_0_1110____ 64 24 (24,64) 5 (5,6)

0_110_______ 256 128 (128,256) 7 (7,8)

110_0_______ 256 256 (256,256) 8 (8,8)

Table 3: The payoffs for the selected MAS (H-cov).

Table 2, there are 6 possible MAS and 1560 possible valuations

providing the benefit 𝑏1. Out of these valuations, 1272 are as-

sociated to a single MAS (users with only one choice to fill in

the form), 280 lead to a choice between 2 MAS and 8 valuations

offer a choice between 3 MAS. A first conclusion is that the data

minimization rate is important, as users have to provide only

2 to 6 predicates instead of 12 to be granted 𝑏1. Note that the

execution time is acceptable, a few minutes on a desktop
13
.

Second, we run Algorithm 2 on each valuation to compute the

payoffs 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 and 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 (execution time is a few seconds). The

obtained values are reported in Table 3. The first value listed in

the 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 (resp. 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 ) column corresponds to the final value,

and between brackets, the left value is the number of players who

have no other choice than to play this MAS (resp. real number of

hidden predicates), and the right value is the maximum number

of players who can play this MAS (resp. maximum number of

hidden predicates). Consider MAS 0_______1 and 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 . There

are 744 players who can only play this MAS and 280 players

who can also play another MAS (0_0__1___11_, 0_0_10__1___,

0_0_1110____ or 0_110_______). As 0_______1 is the best case

all these players play this MAS. Consider MAS 0_0__1___11_

and 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 . 56 players can play only this MAS, 64 have already

played 0_______1 and 8 can also play 0_0_1110____. Concerning

𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 , consider users disclosing 0_0_1110____. 6 predicates

are supposed to be left “blank” (i.e., 𝑝2, 𝑝4, 𝑝9−12), but only 5 are

actually unrevealed. Indeed, the predicate 𝑝12 is revealed because

the 32 valuations whose choice of MAS is 0_0_1110____ rather

than 0_______1 all necessarily have the same value 𝑝12 = 0. This

is why the value of 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 is 5 and not 6.

13
The code is written in Java, run with Java SE version 15 on a DELL Precision Intel

Xeon W2225 4.6GHz with 64 GB RAM.



MAS players 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑀 𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘

_1001__0_11___111 128 32 (28, 128) 5 (5, 7)

_100_1___11___111 256 128 (70, 256) 8 (7, 8)

_100__1__11___111 256 256 (70, 256) 7 (7, 8)

_1000__1111___111 64 16 (14, 64) 4 (4, 6)

_1001__0_1_111111 32 4 (4, 32) 2 (2, 5)

_100_1___1_111111 64 16 (10, 64) 5 (4, 6)

_100__1__1_111111 64 32 (10, 64) 4 (4, 6)

_1000__111_111111 16 2 (2, 16) 1 (1, 4)

0_1_1__0_11___111 256 128 (28, 256) 8 (5, 8)

0_1_11___11___111 256 16 (14, 256) 7 (4, 8)

0_1_1_1__11___111 256 48 (14, 256) 6 (4, 8)

0_1_1__1111___111 128 96 (14, 128) 5 (4, 7)

0_1_1__0_1_111111 64 16 (4, 64) 5 (2, 6)

0_1_11___1_111111 64 2 (2, 64) 4 (1, 6)

0_1_1_1__1_111111 64 6 (2, 64) 3 (1, 6)

0_1_1__111_111111 32 12 (2, 32) 2 (1, 5)

0__11__0_11___111 256 256 (28, 256) 7 (5, 8)

0__111___11___111 256 128 (14, 256) 6 (4, 8)

0__11_1__11___111 256 16 (14, 256) 5 (4, 8)

0__11__1111___111 128 32 (14, 128) 4 (4, 7)

0__11__0_1_111111 64 32 (4, 64) 4 (2, 6)

0__111___1_111111 64 16 (2, 64) 3 (1, 6)

0__11_1__1_111111 64 2 (2, 64) 2 (1, 6)

0__11__111_111111 32 4 (2, 32) 1 (1, 5)

Table 4: The payoffs for the selected MAS (RSA).

Application to real users (H-cov). Consider two users, Alice

and Bob, wishing to apply formedical coverage for which they are

eligible. Alice is 24 years old. She lives separated from her spouse

and parents and files a separate tax return. She has resumed

her studies and receives annual emergency aid (the valuation

of Alice is 000011100111). To fill in the form, Algorithm 1 offers

her 3 choices : 0__________1, 0_0__1___11_ or 0_0_1110____.

Algorithm 2 suggests making the first choice, which reveals that

she lives separated and is older than 16 years old, but preserves

her privacy concerning the 10 other predicates.

Bob is a 20 years old father, financially independent from his

parents, who lives with his daughter and her mother (Bob’s value

is 000011100000). To request the medical coverage, Algorithm 1

offers only one solution to Bob : 0_0_1110___. By considering

only the MAS, Bob may believe he can hide that he is living with

the mother of their daughter. However, the GUI informs Bob

that predicate 𝑝12, not included in his response, is nevertheless

disclosed, thus he is living with someone. Indeed, had this not

been the case, Bob could have sent the blank form 0__________1.

Results on RSA scenario. The RSA scenario has 17 predicates

with benefits granted incrementally (eligible users receive at least

the basic financial income, plus in some cases, additional income).

Table 2 (right column) and Table 4 summarize the results. For

this form, we get 24MAS and 1296 valuations with at least one

benefit. Many users have choices (with up to 12 different MAS)

to get the benefits due. The data minimization rate is important,

as up to 8 predicates out of 17 can be omitted.

Conclusion. The statutory requirements are met as follows:

R1: Accuracy. The forms are filled out in such a way that the

user receives all the benefits due to them. This is ensured by

Algorithm 1, which offers the user only partial-valuations that

will trigger the full set of achievable benefits.

R2: Minimality.Algorithm 1minimizes the data from the user’s

valuation so that as little data as possible is collected through

the form and then processed and stored by the service provider,

in compliance with the data minimization principles of privacy

laws such as GDPR [19] or CPRA [16]. Minimization ratio can be

significant, as over 70% for H-cov and 30% for RSA of the predi-

cates are removed for a population of valuations taken uniformly

across all eligible valuations.

R3: Informed consent.Algorithm 2 allows developers to have all

the information to explain to users the collection choices made,

and what is exactly revealed by their form.

6 RELATEDWORK

Informed consent. For consent to be valid under regulations

such as the GDPR, [12] studies different channels that must be

used (sms, email or voice message) in different situations and

identifies the characteristics required for consent to be considered

informed in a general framework: the subject must be able to

understand “what the consent is for, what the implications are, and

what risk the processing of his or her data would entail.” Other work

addresses the question of the right semantics to represent and

inform consent[25] and enable the design of consentmanagement

platforms [29]. The importance of not just requiring consent, but

providing clear requirements on how to ensure that users can

make an informed choice is stressed in [39]. Other works propose

to minimize the number of subjects from whom to seek input in

an open system given the difficulty of obtaining consents [17] or

maximize data reuse in accordance with consent when consent

has already been obtained [10]. All this only reinforces the need

for the notion of informed consent in our context.

Legal principles of data minimization. Data minimization

is enacted in the EU GDPR Article 5(1c) [19], stipulating that

personal data shall be “adequate, relevant and limited to what

is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are pro-

cessed (‘data minimization’).” It is completed by storage limitation

(which can be viewed as applying data minimization before stor-

age) in Article 5(1e): “kept (...) for no longer than is necessary for

the purposes for which the personal data are processed (...) (‘storage

limitation’).” In addition to data minimization and storage limi-

tation, GDPR defines informed consent in Article 6 and gives in

Article 13 individuals an additional right to be informed when

personal data is directly obtained from the data subject (as in our

context of form-based data collection), which means providing

all necessary information to understand which data is collected

and for which reasons. Similar privacy principles are included in

privacy laws worldwide like in the US [16] and in Australia [6].

Their implementation in practice. The principle of storage

limitation can be seen as a simple form of data minimization,

intended to delete data that are no longer needed, in order to

reduce storage costs and avoid unexpected personal data leakage.

Solutions have been proposed in the database context [2] using

automata triggering progressive generalization and destruction

of collected data when purposes are fulfilled. Similar principles

are applied before off-line data storage [24] and integrated in

continuous business process [43]. These simple solutions do not

address the broader context of data minimization and informed

consent in the case of personal data collected via forms as ad-

dressed in this paper. Data minimization is more complex and

still remains difficult today to be apprehended in practice by

developers as shown by many recent field studies [1, 26, 33].



General formalism. The obstacles identified to the adoption

of data minimization techniques are the lack of clear mathe-

matical definitions allowing their interpretation [4] and the in-

compatibility with other legal principles such as auditing [5]. A

formal definition of a data minimizer is introduced in [4] as a

pre-processor that reduces the information given to a program

(as input) without compromising its functionality (as output). [5]

proposes to encode key articles of the GDPR, including Article

5(1c) on data minimization, in logical form for automatic and

auditable processing. These proposals give a general framework

but more effort is needed for an application of data minimization

in each specific concrete context.

Application of data minimization. Some proposals build on

such general theoretical framework and propose data minimiz-

ers for particular cases. A solution for Trigger-Action Platforms

proposed in [14] (TAP) relies on the semantics of user-created

TAP rules regulating automatic exchanges of personal data be-

tween applications (e.g., from Gmail to Slack), to establish the

data minimizer. Several solutions target data minimization for

fairer machine learning programs [41], in particular prediction

models [8, 36]. [8] shows that data minimization can be imple-

mented in the context of prediction models through performance

(model accuracy) metrics. The data minimizer ensures that the

produced prediction model is obtained with good accuracy using

a minimum numbers of features. This approach is extended in

[31] to the case of automatic auditing, to allow the verification in

a black-box setting of the necessity of the various model inputs.

Obviously, this work does not apply to the particular issue of

data minimization in forms, as full accuracy (see requirement

R3 in Section 2.3) would not be achieved. In addition, unlike our

proposal, these works do not propose a solution to minimize the

data provided by a given user (i.e., every individual provides all

the requested features, with no other possible choice) nor inform

users why a given feature should not be provided or what it

brings with respect to their own privacy.

Previous on minimization of data collected via forms [3] pro-

pose to rely on logical rules (as our proposal), but do not take into

account the deductions that the attacker can make. It is therefore

not a data minimizer in the sense of [4]. As a consequence, the

user is only weakly protected, and does not get the necessary

information allowing them to correctly apprehend their level of

protection. To the best of our knowledge we are the first to pro-

pose a solution implementing data minimization for forms, thus

there are no concurrent proposals we could evaluate ours against.

We leave the efficiency questions of our approach to future work

but we stress that as shown in our online demonstration, our

prototype is capable of efficiently assessing real use cases.

General data protection approaches. There are many stud-

ies on privacy-preserving data publishing (PPDP)[13, 21], and

solutions proposed, such as differential privacy [18] or GDPR con-

cepts such as unlinkability. However, our context involves forms

with personal information, and our goal cannot be to publish

anonymized versions of these forms. Instead, we aim to minimize

the amount of data they contain, as an additional measure to

prevent data leakage. Thus, our research focuses on data mini-

mization as a additional defense mechanism. Despite the fact the

concept of data minimization is well understood in regulations,

to the best of our knowledge, very little (technical) work has

been done to implement it in a less than trivial approach concern-

ing forms: a recent survey [27] states: “only such personal data

will be collected that is appropriate for the intended context of

the AI services used (data minimization)” but cites only a single

reference on the topic of data minimization.

ZKPand anonymization.As stated above, approaches as anony-

mization [18] or anonymous credentials using e.g. Zero-knowledge

proofs of knowledge (ZKP)[20] can be used to break the link be-

tween an individual and a credential, however this can not be

used in our use case since we need to be able to trace back to the

individual to give them the benefit. ZKPs actually illustrates the

interest of our approach : a user publishing a ZKP of benefits is

exactly publishing the list of benefits. As the set of rules is public,

a lot of knowledge can be deduced (and could be calculated by

using our framework). Thus similarly, a user should be informed

of the data leakage of a ZKP.

7 CONCLUSION, LIMITS AND NEXT STEPS

In this paper, we propose a new modelization of the problem

of data minimization and user informed choices to guide what

personal data should be provided in a form used to evaluate deci-

sion procedures encoded by DNF rules. We propose a theoretical

solution to the data minimization problem and an algorithm to

implement this solution. We also propose a new way to inform

the users of their choices using game theory with a new notion of

privacy payoff and a corresponding algorithm where a Nash equi-

librium can be obtained. Finally, we show how these algorithms

can be used as a new PET on real cases.

Discussion and limitations. The model chosen (i.e. Classical

Propositional Logic) is deliberately simple, and does indeed not

capture all types of decision making processes (e.g. neural net-

works). However, our goal is to show the feasibility of the ap-

proach in a real world setting. Indeed, despite its simplicity, CPL

is expressive enough to offer a usable solution in large scale uses

cases (RSA concerns tens of millions of annual requests). We also

assume a lexicographical order on the predicates. In order for the

approach to work, there needs to be a central authority which

will define this order. This can trivially be done by the service

provider on form download.

Future work. The primary perspective of this work is to de-

velop a practical version of the proposed PET and to evaluate its

adoptability in the field. Interesting perspectives at the technical

level include the support of specific payoff function for players

(rather than considering a single one for all players). Considering

the probabilistic case would also be valuable as a probabilistic

minimization strategy would potentially allow an increase in

the privacy gains with plausible deniability-based metrics be-

cause the number of potential valuations predecessors of each

MAS would naturally increase. Integrating a probabilistic part in

the strategy is non-trivial as it means considering mixed strate-

gies equilibrium for Algorithm2. Another interesting direction

is to explore “solidarity” privacy metrics and strategies, i.e., able

to take into account users’ choices while allowing to increase

the minimum value of privacy payoff when making choices. In-

deed, it is sometimes enough that very few users change their

choice, with potentially a very small penalty, for a large number

of other users to benefit from a privacy increase. For instance, in

the concrete example of Section 5 assigning a complementary

health insurance, 24 players are forced to make the least favor-

able choice (MAS 0_0_1110____) with the lowest privacy payoff

(𝑃𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 = 5). Only one more player (chosen appropriately) is

needed to increase the gain to 6 for these 24 players.

This workwas supported by grants ANR JCJC 2019, projects PRELAP
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